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Abstract: NASA’s Ice, Cloud and Land Elevation Satellite-2 (ICESat-2) launched in fall 2018 and has
since collected continuous elevation data over the Earth’s surface. The primary scientific objective
is to measure the cryosphere for studies related to land ice and sea ice characteristics. The vantage
point from space, however, provides the opportunity to measure global surfaces including oceans,
land, and vegetation. The ICESat-2 mission has dedicated products to the represented surface types,
including an along-track elevation profile of terrain and canopy heights (ATL08). This study presents
the first look at the ATL08 product and the quantitative assessment of the canopy and terrain height
retrievals as compared to airborne lidar data. The study also provides qualitative examples of
ICESat-2 observations from selected ecosystems to highlight the broad capability of the satellite for
vegetation applications. Analysis of the mission’s preliminary ATL08 data product accuracy using an
ICESat-2 transect over a vegetated region of Finland indicates a 5 m offset in geolocation knowledge
(horizontal accuracy) well within the 6.5 m mission requirement. The vertical RMSE for the terrain
and canopy height retrievals for one transect are 0.85 m and 3.2 m respectively.
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1. Introduction

A new NASA space-based laser altimetry mission, ICESat-2 (Ice, Cloud, and Land Elevation
Satellite-2), launched in September 2018. Although ICESat-2’s primary science objectives focus on
the cryosphere, ranging measurements are collected globally over all surface types [1,2]. The first
few months of ICESat-2 data have demonstrated unprecedented spatial detail in surface profiles
over a variety of surfaces, including ice shelves (rifts, ice fronts, grounding zones, basal channels,
and meltwater depth), sea ice, the ocean (near-shore bathymetry and ocean surface topography) and
vegetated land (forest canopy height and topography). These data will improve our understanding of
how the Earth physical system functions today, how it supports life, how conditions might change in
the future, and how humans may influence such change. Over the long term, the accumulation of
the satellite laser altimeter record will allow us to understand better understanding of fundamental
Earth processes on relevant timescales, sufficient for inclusion in climate models to enable improved
predictions and interpretation. Data from ICESat-2 will provide the first comprehensive look at global
vegetation structure using lidar from space since the ICESat mission operational from 2003–2009.

Earth observations from space over terrestrial ecosystems (topography and vegetation) play a
critical role in understanding distribution of carbon stocks and fluxes, improving terrain models as
controls on ecosystem response, and habitat mapping. In the boreal region, the amount of carbon
storage is estimated to be roughly equivalent to that in the tropics, however, there is much greater
uncertainty (see Figure 1) due primarily to below-ground carbon stored in boreal soils as well as poorly
sampled above-ground vegetation. Schimel et al. [3] describe the need for space-based systematic
mapping of vegetation globally to help reduce the uncertainty of carbon storage required for climate
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modeling scenarios. Baseline estimates of carbon stocks provide modeling groups with important
constraints to climate and carbon cycle models as well as to enable the long-term monitoring of changes
to above-ground biomass stocks in the future.

Space-based missions, such as ICESat-2, capable of directly measuring canopy heights globally
provide a critical observation needed to improve our understanding of global carbon stocks.
Furthermore, ICESat-2 is the only space-based lidar system that will collect ranging measurements
above 51.5 degrees latitude. As such, ICESat-2 data will provide a new opportunity to directly measure
the height and distribution of boreal forest, which would otherwise be omitted from the next generation
accounting of forest biomass using only space-based lidar. A premise of ICESat-2 for forest biomass
studies is to provide those unique measurements for derived biomass in high latitude regions and
sustain an important individual or collaborative assessment of biomass to those latitudes covered
by other instruments at lower inclinations such as GEDI (Global Ecosystem Dynamics Investigation).
An important factor associated with biomass estimation using lidar measurements is the ability to
quantify canopy height and provide an indication of the vegetation structure [4–6]. ICESat-2 will report
not only canopy height, but also several canopy height metrics that are related to vegetation structure.
Vegetation structure refers to the horizontal and vertical distribution of canopy. Historically, structure
metrics such as canopy height, canopy cover, distribution of vertical layers, and biomass are collected
at local scales (i.e., field plots) [7,8], but airborne and space-based lidar provides an opportunity to
scale and link local measurements to global processes. Vegetation structure plays a fundamental role in
ecosystem function, and the ability to quantify that structure improves our understanding of ecosystem
dynamics [9].
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sets the ATLAS instrument apart from other laser ranging systems is that it uses a photon-counting 
detection technology, which enables a detection modality sensitive to individual photons. In contrast, 
most commercial lidar systems record thousands of photons from the reflected energy which trigger 
a detection, or return, when the returned signal amplitude crosses a threshold. A benefit of utilizing 
a photon counting system is that the laser can operate at a high repetition rate, thus improving the 
along-track resolution. The 10 kHz laser repetition rate combined with the altitude and velocity of 
the satellite results in a 70 cm separation for each shot on the Earth’s surface in the along-track 
direction. ATLAS configuration uses a diffractive optical element to split the laser into six beams 
arranged as three pairs of beams approximately 3.3 km apart from one another (Figure 2) [2]. Each 
beam pair consists of a strong and weak energy beam (4:1 ratio) which allows for local slope 

Figure 1. The distribution of gross primary production and total carbon storage as a function of latitude
(copyright [3]).

2. Materials and Methods

The unique instrument onboard ICESat-2 is the Advanced Topographic Laser Altimeter System
(ATLAS). This instrument uses a 532 nm (green) laser to actively map the surface elevation. What
sets the ATLAS instrument apart from other laser ranging systems is that it uses a photon-counting
detection technology, which enables a detection modality sensitive to individual photons. In contrast,
most commercial lidar systems record thousands of photons from the reflected energy which trigger a
detection, or return, when the returned signal amplitude crosses a threshold. A benefit of utilizing
a photon counting system is that the laser can operate at a high repetition rate, thus improving the
along-track resolution. The 10 kHz laser repetition rate combined with the altitude and velocity of the
satellite results in a 70 cm separation for each shot on the Earth’s surface in the along-track direction.
ATLAS configuration uses a diffractive optical element to split the laser into six beams arranged as three
pairs of beams approximately 3.3 km apart from one another (Figure 2) [2]. Each beam pair consists of
a strong and weak energy beam (4:1 ratio) which allows for local slope determination between each
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beam pair as well as to compensate for varying surface reflectance. The travel time of each detected
photon is used to determine a range to the surface which, when combined with satellite attitude and
pointing information, can be geolocated into a unique XYZ location on or near the Earth’s surface.
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Figure 2. Ice, Cloud, and Land Elevation Satellite-2 (ICESat-2) beam configuration on the Earth’s surface.

Full waveform, large-footprint systems, such as ICESat, produced large footprint diameters that
constrain the derivation of both terrain and canopy heights given the limited vertical resolution. In areas
of high relief, the vegetation signal convolves with the terrain signal such that the surfaces are not easily
disentangled for individual surface interpretation [10–12]. Fortunately, ICESat-2 lidar technology does
not have this issue and extraction of both the terrain and canopy surface is possible even in high relief
areas. The small footprint and the high laser repetition rate results in a near-continuously sampled
profile in the along-track direction. Depending upon the surface reflectance and atmospheric conditions,
up to 16 photons per outgoing shot could be detected on the 4x4 detector array for the strong beam.
Currently, the laser energy level on the instrument is configured to detect approximately 10 photons per
shot over ice- and snow-covered surfaces with standard surface reflectivity (~0.9 at 532 nm). For land
and vegetation, the signal expectation is approximately one photon detection per shot from both
vegetation and terrain surfaces (strong beam) due to the lower reflectance. During sunlit acquisitions,
there is an abundance of noise (background) photons that occur both above and below the perceived
surface. The ATL08 algorithm [13] has a noise filtering component to isolate noise photons from
the signal returns. The background noise rate is a function of several factors including the surface
reflectance, solar elevation angle, and atmospheric conditions. There is a presence of background noise
in ICESat-2 data during night collections, however, the noise rate is considerably less than during day
acquisitions. The strong beam is recommended for vegetation studies, however, the weak beam does
still provide usable data. It just contains 1

4 the number of photons as the strong beam.
The ICESat-2 mission will produce along-track geophysical products over select surface types

that include land ice (ATL06), sea ice (ATL07), land/vegetation (ATL08) [14], atmosphere (ATL09),
oceans (ATL12), and inland water (ATL13). ATL03 [15] is the geolocated photon cloud and serves as
the input data for each of the higher-level data products. The ATL08 algorithm developed specifically
for the extraction of terrain and canopy heights from the ATL03 photon clouds produces the ATL08
geophysical data product [13] at a 100 m step size in the along-track direction. Based on the distribution
of signal photons, this algorithm estimates the ground surface and top of canopy surface elevations
and then subsequently labels the individual photons as either noise, ground, canopy, or top of canopy
photons. Statistics for both terrain and canopy detections are reported at the 100 m step size based on
the label at the photon level. The motivation behind the ATL08 data product is to accumulate enough
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photons reflecting from both the terrain and top of canopy such that the calculation of canopy and
terrain height can be made. The reported canopy statistics on ATL08 not only include the height of the
canopy but also several canopy metrics that reveal information about the vertical distribution of the
canopy photons and structure of the vegetation. The indices of each labeled photon (ground, canopy,
top of canopy) are also provided on the ATL08 data product to directly link to the ATL03 data product.
These indices provide the user with an opportunity to calculate terrain and canopy height estimates at
scales other than 100 m if it is so desired. All ICESat-2 data are available from the National Snow and
Ice Data Center (https://nsidc.org/data/icesat-2).

What sets ICESat-2 data apart from other lidar systems (i.e., discrete return or full waveform) is
the photon counting aspect of the instrument. The most basic measurement that ICESat-2 records is
the time-of-flight for an individual photon that is subsequently geolocated into an XYZ position above
the reference ellipsoid. As the laser illuminates the nominal 17 m diameter footprint on the surface, a
photon (or two or three) will be reflected from the surface and detected at the satellite. The detected
photons at the instrument can be reflected from any surface within the footprint; they may not hit
the ground and they may not reflect from the top of the canopy. The number of photons reflected
from the surface is dependent upon the surface reflectance. For vegetation, we anticipate the number
of detected photons per outgoing laser shot to vary between zero to two, possibly three. Figure 3
illustrates the acquisition principle. In this illustration, the laser footprint moves at a 70 cm increment
across the surface with the current laser footprint shown as yellow. The photons shown as yellow
represent the photons detected from the current laser shot. The photons shown as green dots represent
the photons recorded from the previous ICESat-2 shots. The heights associated with each detected
photon within a footprint are not sufficient to estimate a terrain and canopy height at the footprint
level. The motivation behind the ATL08 data product is to accumulate enough photons reflecting from
both the terrain and top of canopy such that the calculation of canopy and terrain height can be made.
A 100 m step size in the along-track direction was selected by the ICESat-2 Science Definition Team as
a consistent increment to calculate terrain and canopy height.
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The goal of this paper is to highlight the potential of ICESat-2 for vegetation mapping over a
variety of ecosystems. First, we provide a qualitative look at transects of ICESat-2 over three ecosystems;
boreal forest, tropical forest, and semi-arid woodlands. Next, we provide a quantitative assessment of
the accuracy of terrain and canopy height retrievals for a site in Finland. It is important to emphasize
that ICESat-2 does not have the same point density compared to typical airborne lidar missions and
calculations at the per-tree level are not realistic. Rather, ICESat-2 provides stand/landscape level
quantification of vegetation structure. The first qualitative example of ICESat-2 data is a 25 km transect
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of boreal forest northeast of Edmonton, Alberta, is shown in Figure 4. The raw photons from the
ATL03 data product are shown in the top panel and each dot in the figures are detected photons.
Detected photons can originate from reflected laser energy as well as ambient solar background. Solar
background photons can occur above and below the surface. In this example, these data were collected
during the night as evidenced by the relatively low number of ambient noise photons above the
surface signal photons. The bottom panel is the output from the ATL08 algorithm showing surface
classification labels for ground photons (red), intermediate canopy photons (blue), and top of canopy
photons (green). The panel to the right depicts the location of the ICESat-2 track in Google Earth
for context.
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Figure 4. Top panel. Profile of 25 km of ATL03 photons from strong beam (GT1L) over boreal forest
northeast of Edmonton, Alberta. These data were collected on 21 February 2019 during the night, as
evidenced by the relatively low number of noise photons above the surface signal photons. The bottom
panel is the result of the ATL08 algorithm surface classification labels for ground photons (red),
intermediate canopy photons (blue), and top of canopy photons (green) The panel to the right depicts
the location of the ICESat-2 track in Google Earth for context [14,16].

The detection of individual ICESat-2 photons from both the terrain and canopy surfaces in dense
tropical forest was uncertain prior to launch. The primary challenge in tropical regions is that the
multi-layered canopy often obscures a substantial amount of laser energy from reaching the ground
surface. Another significant challenge to detecting photons in these environments is due to the
atmospheric conditions which often attenuate the signal so much that signal photons are not discernible
from the background noise. In several cases, however, atmospheric conditions at night provide an
increased opportunity for estimating terrain and canopy heights in tropical forests. Early looks at the
results of ICESat-2 data over the tropics highlight the ability of ATLAS to detect those small-signal
returns from the terrain surface and facilitate a tree height determination. Figure 5 provides an example
of where ICESat-2 data will be useful for regional estimates of disturbance in vegetation, in this case,
deforestation in Brazil. Here, clear cut land is visible due to the lack of vegetation on the left side of the
profile, whereas intact forest is present on the right-hand side of the profile. Detection of deforestation
or forest degradation is traditionally based on the combination of multiresolution optical imagery,
synthetic aperture radar (SAR) and lidar data [17–21]. Incorporating ICESat-2 canopy heights into
regional assessments of deforestation will provide a more accurate representation of carbon fluxes
for national REDD+ (reducing emissions from deforestation and forest degradation in developing
countries) accounting efforts.
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Figure 5. Deforestation in Brazil. The top panel of approximately 50 km of ATL03 photons from the
strong beam of track 2 (GT2L) over tropical forest in Brazil acquired 19 March 2019. The bottom panel
is the result of the ATL08 algorithm surface classification labels for ground photons (red), intermediate
canopy photons (blue), and top of canopy photons (green). The panel to the right depicts the location
of the ICESat-2 track in Google Earth for context [14,22].

A further capability of ICESat-2 for detecting canopy height in savanna/woodland ecosystems is
shown in Figure 6. This figure, located in Botswana east of the Okavango Delta, ICESat-2 estimates
the heights of the Mopane and Acacia trees. This example illustrates ICESat-2’s potential to provide
canopy heights from semi-arid ecosystems subsequently leading to novel and/or more accurate biomass
estimation. Historically, biomass estimates of semi-arid ecosystems are derived from an empirical
relationship built on optical imagery (Landsat) that have been calibrated to lidar heights or field
data [23,24]. Eisfelder [23] found that the empirical relationships relating remote sensing vegetation
indices and biomass were weak due to temporal and spatial differences of the optical imagery, further
complicated by soil background. ICESat-2 can now directly measure heights which should reduce the
uncertainty of stored carbon and carbon fluxes for these ecosystems.
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Botswana acquired on 3 February 2019. The bottom panel is the result of the ATL08 algorithm surface 
classification labels for ground photons (red), intermediate canopy photons (blue), and top of canopy 
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These three examples indicate that canopy height estimates at the watershed level are certainly 
feasible for ICESat-2. It is important to highlight, however, that ICESat-2 will not have the same point 

Figure 6. Canopy height mapping of savanna/woodland vegetation. The top panel of approximately
14 km of ATL03 photons from the strong beam of track 3 (GT3L) over Mopane woodlands in Botswana
acquired on 3 February 2019. The bottom panel is the result of the ATL08 algorithm surface classification
labels for ground photons (red), intermediate canopy photons (blue), and top of canopy photons (green).
The panel to the right shows the ICESat-2 tracks across the landscape for context [14,25].

These three examples indicate that canopy height estimates at the watershed level are certainly
feasible for ICESat-2. It is important to highlight, however, that ICESat-2 will not have the same point
density and sampling as typical to airborne lidar missions and calculations at the per-tree level are not
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realistic. An outstanding question, particularly for low canopy cover and short-statured ecosystems,
such as boreal forest or shrublands/woodlands, is how much canopy cover is required to reflect enough
photons from the top of the vegetation layer to where they are distinguishable from the ground and
from the solar background noise. Future studies and analysis should answer these questions.

An interesting aspect observed in the ICESat-2 data is a characteristic “ringing” beneath the
perceived surface in ATL03 due to specular returns over water. Small water bodies (e.g., rivers)
when the surface is smooth and free from waves exhibit this characteristic. This signature has been
determined to be an artifact of the detector response to high signal rates. What is particularly exciting
is that this specular signature occurs even if there is vegetation present. Figure 7 highlights a profile of
ICESat-2 data moving from the Gulf of Mexico to the onshore surface in Mexico. A pocket of mangrove
forest is discernable from the non-flooded forest based on the presence of the below surface ringing.
The potential exists for ICESat-2 to detect flooded forests or inundated lands based upon this feature.
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Figure 7. Profile of ICESat-2 data over mangrove forest stand in Mexico highlight a unique characteristic
of photons from specular returns [14,26]. In some instances, these specular returns can be used to
identify standing water or potentially saturated soils.

3. Results

3.1. Geolocation Accuracy

The ICESat-2 data has a geolocation knowledge mission requirement of 6.5 m. This horizontal
accuracy is a function of many components that include the pointing determination error budget
and the satellite orbit position uncertainties. The authors have developed a series of tools to validate
the geolocation accuracy of the ICESat-2 data using comparisons to high-resolution airborne lidar
datasets that are known to have accuracy levels well within the performance accuracy of a space-based
system. These airborne lidar data act as ‘ground truth’ for the ICESat-2 transects to determine both
horizontal and vertical biases and errors of ATLAS. A parameter provided on the ATL03 data product
is a signal confidence flag that indicates the level of confidence that a photon is signal versus noise.
To determine these offsets for each direction the photons with a signal confidence flag ranging from
medium confidence (signal_confidence = 3) or high confidence (signal_confidence = 4) were used
from the ATL03 geolocated photon point cloud. The selected signal photons from ATL03 are plotted
against a gridded terrain surface derived from the airborne lidar data. The ICESat-2 selected signal
photons are moved in the cross-track and along-track direction recursively within the ground truth
data such that the vertical error is minimized. The geolocation accuracy for an ICESat-2 track over
Finland, using the preliminary data release (release 001) is shown in Figure 8. The plot in Figure 8
shows that the minimum mean absolute error in the Z direction is used to determine the along-track
and cross-track offsets. For this example, ICESat-2 had an error of 0 m in the cross-track direction and
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-5 m in the along-track direction. The ATL03 photons also exhibited a 0 m vertical offset with a 3.25 m
RMSE (error of the fit) compared to the airborne lidar data.
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Figure 8. Geolocation accuracy plot indicating the absolute accuracy of the ICEsat-2 data compared to
an airborne lidar survey from Finland.

3.2. Terrain Height Accuracy

A challenge of validating terrain and canopy height estimates derived from ICESat-2 is having
a large expanse of truth data to compare against such that a large sample size can be obtained.
For this analysis, airborne lidar data were retrieved from the National Land Survey of Finland
(https://tiedostopalvelu.maanmittauslaitos.fi/tp/kartta?lang=en) as lidar data from the entire country
are available. These airborne lidar data were acquired in 2014 and have a point density of approximately
1 pt/m2 and a vertical precision of 0.12 m. Although the airborne lidar data are not temporally coincident
with ICESat-2, the availability of airborne lidar data for the entire country makes it feasible to validate
ATL08 at a large scale. For the ICESat-2 track used in this analysis, approximately 110 km of the
200 km worth of ATL08 data had matching airborne lidar data. For the ICESat-2 track over Finland
shown in Figure 8, the ATL08 estimated terrain heights and canopy heights were compared against
airborne lidar values. With the geolocation offsets determined as 0 m and 5 m in the cross-track and
along-track direction, the ICESat-2 data is first aligned to match the geolocation of the airborne lidar.
All airborne lidar data falling within a 100 x 14 m box about each ATL08 segment center longitude and
latitude are extracted for the validation process. On the ATL08 data product, the terrain and canopy
parameters are calculated at the 100 m step size based upon how the photons are labeled. For example,
the ATL08 estimated median terrain height (h_te_median) is calculated as the median height for all
photons labeled as terrain within that 100 m segment. In addition to the ATL08 median terrain height,
a slope corrected best-fit terrain height (h_te_BestFit) is also reported on the ATL08 data product. In
the ATL08 terrain validation, we compare the ATL08 median terrain height and the ATL08 best-fit
terrain height against the median terrain height from the airborne lidar data. There were 1105 100 m
ATL08 samples used to generate the statistics, however, a 2 km subset of the 200 km worth of ATL08
data over Finland is plotted with the airborne lidar data as a backdrop in Figure 9. The airborne
lidar data are partitioned into ground points (shown as dark grey) and canopy points (shown as light
grey). The partitioning of the airborne lidar data in this manner allows for more accurate validation of
ATL08. The initial results of the terrain validation for this ICESat-2 track over Finland indicate that the
terrain residuals have a mean absolute error of less than 0.5 m (median = 0.37 m; best fit = 0.39 m).

https://tiedostopalvelu.maanmittauslaitos.fi/tp/kartta?lang=en
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For this particular track, the RMSE for the ATL08 median terrain height and best fit terrain height are
0.85 m and 0.82 m, respectively. The ATL08 terrain height and airborne lidar terrain height are highly
correlated (R2 = 0.99) and this relationship is shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 9. A subset of the ATL08 terrain height validation results from track ATL08_20181124001516_08610105
over Finland. The airborne lidar point cloud (truth) are shown as grey dots where the canopy and terrain
points have been isolated [14,27]. The median terrain height derived from the airborne lidar data are shown
in yellow, and the ATL08 Best Fit terrain height is shown as green.
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Figure 10. Scatterplot of ATL08 median terrain height compared to airborne lidar median terrain height
within the 100 m segment for the full 200 km of analyzed data.

3.3. Canopy Height Accuracy

The ATL08 product parameter for canopy height (h_canopy_abs) is defined as the 98th percentile
canopy height above the reference ellipsoid, and was compared to the 98th percentile canopy height
value from the airborne lidar survey above the reference ellipsoid to validate the satellite observations.
The 98th percentile canopy height for the truth data was calculated on all canopy points falling within
100 × 14 m box about the ATL08 coordinate. The same 2 km subset of the 200 km worth of ATL08 data
over Finland indicating the top of canopy height retrievals is shown in Figure 11. A scatterplot of all
854 canopy height estimates is shown in Figure 12. The initial results of the absolute canopy height
validation for this ICESat-2 track over Finland indicate that the absolute canopy height residuals have a
mean absolute error of approximately 3.2 m. For this particular track, the RMSE for the ATL08 canopy
height is 3.69 m. When considering the validation of vegetation height, there are several factors that
can influence the interpreted errors. A significant consideration is the temporal difference between
the airborne lidar acquisition and the ATL08 heights acquired November 24, 2018. For this example,
the airborne lidar data were collected in 2014. For some of the 100 m segments, the ATL08 height is
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above the airborne lidar canopy height, and for other segments, the ATL08 canopy height is below the
airborne lidar canopy height. Based on the relatively low sampling rate, we would anticipate that
ATL08 heights fall below the true top of the canopy. Unfortunately, due to the temporal difference
between the airborne lidar and ICESat-2 acquisition, it is difficult to surmise whether the errors are a
true measurement error or if they are due to change. Canopy height estimates from the ICESat/GLAS
instrument reported accuracies ranging from 3–8.5 m [12,28] in areas of low topographic relief.
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Figure 11. A subset of the ATL08 Canopy height validation results from track ATL08_20181124001516_
08610105 over Finland [14,27]. The airborne lidar point cloud (truth) are shown as grey dots where
the canopy and terrain points have been isolated as light and dark shades of grey. The ATL08 canopy
height (green dot) and the airborne lidar canopy height (blue dot) are plotted at the 100 m step size.
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4. Discussion

The data highlighted in this paper are from the first release (v001) of the ICESat-2 data products
and are available from NSIDC (https://nsidc.org/data/icesat-2). A list of known issues for the ATL08
product relevant to this first release is also available with the ATL08 data product at NSIDC. This list
highlights issues such as clouds, signal attenuation, and ill selected parameters on the ground finding
algorithm that could lead to a misinterpretation of the data product. As this is the first release of the
ATL08 data product, the data quality and software will improve over time. Prior to launch, the ATL08
algorithm was developed on simulated data as there had not previously been a photon detecting laser
system operated from space. Now that actual on-orbit data are available, a few minor modifications
to the ATL08 algorithm are required and the majority of those modifications will be completed by
the second release. It is anticipated that many of the issues that may be observed with release v001
will be mitigated in release v002. In addition to software modifications, any laser ranging system
requires calibration and the data released as release v001 do not have a ranging calibration applied yet
to the measurements. Proper ranging calibration requires a comprehensive characterization of the
orbital variations throughout the year. Although the data from release v001 do not yet have a ranging
calibration applied, we feel they are still quite extraordinary, and we are excited to see the application
of these data to a wide range of science investigations.

5. Conclusions

A new space-based laser altimetry mission, ICESat-2, was launched in September 2018 by NASA
and data from this mission are poised to provide a comprehensive estimation of global terrain and
canopy heights. ICESat-2’s primary science objectives are focused on the cryosphere, however, ranging
measurements are collected globally over all surface types, including forests, oceans, lakes, and land.
Although ICESat-2 is not a mapping mission nor does it provide data at the same resolution as an
airborne lidar survey, data from ICESat-2 will provide global coverage of terrain and vegetation height
at the stand level and is highly suitable for regional studies. Several examples of ICESat-2 data over
boreal forest, tropical forest, and semi-arid woodlands are highlighted in this first look.

The quantitative results shown here indicate the geolocation accuracy and data product accuracy
for one ICESat-2 granule. Over time, the results from multiple locations will help to build a more
accurate representation of the performance of ICESat-2 for characterizing terrain and canopy for a
variety of landscapes and ecosystems. Additionally, these first looks of the preliminary ICESat-2 data
quality do not contain the comprehensive calibrations, particularly for ranging (vertical accuracy).
These calibrations require orbital characterization over time. However, this first look at the geolocation
knowledge of the satellite indicates that the performance is within the mission requirement of 6.5 m
(horizontal). Future analysis will quantitatively assess the data over additional ecosystem examples to
understand the true capability of the satellite for estimating terrain and canopy height. These further
studies will also reveal new discoveries associated with signal response characteristics with respect to
surface type identification and feature extraction, as the example of the mangrove forest indicated.
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